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Renew. Relax. Repeat. 
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Wellness with Water. 
PDC Spas Swim and Fitness Spas are optimized for superior performance and well-being. These unique units
feature the ability not only to swim against an adjustable, powerful resistance current but also to strengthen,
train, heal and relax with hydrotherapy massage.

With a PDC Spas swim spa in your life you will find you sleep better, have more energy and a lighter mood. An
overall improved sense of health and wellness can be yours each and every day.

The exclusive patent pending TruSwim® swim spa models offer the widest, most balanced and smoothest
fitness current for endless challenges and rewards to athletes and the fitness-minded, while the Synergy FX
Series models offer a powerful collection of Pro Jets for exercising, therapy and year-round fun. Have limited
backyard space? The PDC Spas Vitality fitness spas are smaller in size but large on features. Walk, run, jog
and relax, you can have it all!

There is a PDC Spas swim spa model that will deliver the health and well-being you crave in the privacy of
your home, on your own time and built with the life-long flawless performance you expect from the
craftsmanship of a USA made product. Welcome to PDC Spas and a better you.
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Swim On.
Swimming offers a wide range of health benefits from exercise to rehabilitation to stress relief or just
plain fun. Swim in place against our patent pending dual propulsion TruSwim® current, only at PDC
Spas, or adjust our powerful jetted systems to experience the improved health that only buoyant
aquatic exercising offers. From athlete in training to beginner enthusiast, our swim spas are designed
to challenge and inspire a healthier, happier lifestyle. 
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Hydrotherapy, the Natural Solution.
Whether your goal is to improve circulation, relieve pressure on your joints or soothe aching muscles, sit back
and relax in any one of our swim or fitness spa models for an unmatched hydrotherapy session. With the touch
of a button, powerful jet pumps activate our stainless Reflections Jets™ delivering a warm water massage
ranging from a gentle touch to maximum muscle-kneading force. Each model in the PDC Spas swim spa
line-up features a unique positioning of jets focusing on full back coverage, shoulders, hips and calves.
Your personalized therapeutic massage is not only enjoyable, but promotes faster healing by releasing toxins,
reducing swelling and fatigue. In addition, massage increases circulation to allow for a greater range of motion
and improved flexibility.  

Relax and Revive

The RX6™ Massage Column, unique to select Synergy FX and Vitality SL models, features six swirling and
directional Reflections Jets™ for a complete therapeutic massage relieving shoulders, back and hips. Loosen
and warm up before your workout or soothe tired muscles after a fitness session. The unique standing
position and body-wrapping curves of the RX6™ offers a healing massage like no other.

6

RX6™ Massage Column
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Goodbye Stress, Hello Relaxation.
All our lives are filled with daily stress and tension making an evening of soothing hydrotherapy the kind of relaxation
you deserve. Slide into one of our body-hugging seats or on select TSX and FX models, lay back for a full body
massage on our sculpted recliner. Let the demands of the day melt away with a simple turn of an air or diverter valve,
perfect for a deep tissue or more gentle massage. 
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Feel Better. Live Better.
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Whether the exclusive propulsion TruSwim® Series, powerful jetted Synergy Series or space-saving Vitality

Series is the best fit for you, the benefits of a swim spa will enrich your lifestyle on many levels. Begin the day

with strength training, low-impact exercise or simply clear your mind while soaking in the massaging waters. All

PDC Spas models feature a spacious fitness area where you can move freely without steps or benches limiting

your movements. The enriched health and wellness benefits of adding a swim or fitness spa to your routine are

realized by children, parents and empty-nesters alike. A better life, a better you with a PDC Spas swim spa.

Full Size Hot Tub & Swim Spa in One

Our 219 models feature a roomy hot tub for 5 complete

with deep contoured seats and full body massage

recliner delivering the optimum in hydrotherapy and 

relaxation. But that's not all, a full 14' of fitness swim spa

complements these models for the best of both worlds.

The TSX219 features our patent pending TruSwim®

propulsion for the widest, smoothest fitness lane on the

market meeting the demands of everyone from marathon

swimmers to fitness enthusiasts. Choose the FX219 with

dual massaging seats or the FX219s with a strategically

positioned side seat, each with 6 powerful Synergy Pro™

jets delivering resistance for a challenging workout. 

With our 219 dual zone models, the hot tub and swim

spa are truly separate zones with individual controls for

heating, filtration, and jet or propulsion operation. Relax

in soothing 102o F water in the hot tub zone, while 

electing a lower temp in the 80's to maximize your

workout time. As these zones operate separately, this

allows you to conveniently drain and fill each zone to

best suit your lifestyle. With the PDC Spas 219 models,

you may use each zone independently or use both zones

together for the ultimate in aquatic benefits. 

• Low impact, buoyant exercise                    • Massage therapy
• Learn to swim, build confidence                  • Reduce anxiety, stress
• Strengthen and train                                    • Meditation, general relaxation
• Improve sleep, insomnia                              • Reduce joint stiffness
• Lower blood pressure, glucose levels          • Quality time together
• Relieve chronic pain                                     • Weight management
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Where Life Happens.
Ready to take a break from cell phones and video games?
Add a PDC Spas swim spa to your backyard and watch the
family jump in for some good old-fashioned fun and frolic.
Rediscover the meaning of quality time as your backyard
becomes a staycation. With the PDC TemperLok™ insulation,
operating costs remain low even in the coldest seasons. Year
round, 24/7, your PDC Spas swim spa is your "go to" for
connecting with loved ones. 

9
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From start to finish, the TruSwim® design delivers a turbulent-free and effortless course for the swimmer.
With our unique shell design, the propelled swim current remains separate from the returning water flow
thanks to the straight sidewalls and end bullnose shape. This bullnose design splits the swim current evenly,
creating a natural return path back along the smooth sidewalls to the propulsion suctions. This unique flat
wall design is a symbol of manufacturing expertise and performance excellence, offering the only
unobstructed swim path on the market.

To create the widest swim path available, dual hydraulic propellers are positioned side by side for an even 
resistance and water flow. Measuring nearly 42” wide and delivering nearly 5,000 gallons per minute, the
TruSwim® swim path is the widest and strongest, leading all swim spa technology. As water is propelled
through the honeycomb grates, it emerges turbulence-free and smooth delivering a balanced continual
resistance; the perfect condition for aquatic fitness. Ideal for athletes of any fitness level, TruSwim® delivers
an unsurpassed aquatic experience.

10

Innovation Meets Fitness.
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Your Own Personal Trainer

At the push of a button, you can match your current training level or challenge yourself with programmable
workouts, an exclusive Neo 2100 control feature only available with the TruSwim® series. Choose a level of
intensity on the dual prop current from 5% to 100%, and up to 10, 10 minute intervals for a maximum of
100 minutes of customized workout. There is no need to pause or leave the swim spa during your workout.
As you excel, adjust the intensity and length of your session to reach your highest goal. Athletes of all
levels from competitive swimmers to weekend triathletes and marathon enthusiasts, compared TruSwim®

units to others and hands down agreed the unique dual prop propulsion design and the customized
workout session provide an unparalleled swimming and aquatic fitness experience. 
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Low Impact. Maximum Benefits.
All PDC Spas Swim and Fitness Spas are designed to deliver the total body effects of buoyant
aquatic exercise saving you the added expense of bulky underwater equipment. Using our fitness
enhancing equipment in combination with the weightlessness of water and the powerful
resistance of the Synergy Pro™ jets or our signature TruSwim® dual propulsion current will
amplify your workout results. Reach your fitness goals in a shorter time and have fun doing it
with the PDC AquaCross™ and AquaForce™ systems. 

The natural effects of exercising in water are proven to increase metabolism and burn more
calories. There is no better way to control and maintain your weight than regular use of your
swim spa in the convenience of your home. Go ahead and skip the gym, head home to your
backyard retreat. 

12

AquaBar™ and AquaBalance™ Stabilizing Bars
All Synergy and Vitality Series models feature an acrylic molded AquaBar™, while TruSwim® models
feature a stainless grab bar. On the current end of the spa, these grips promote balance and assist in
your workout moves. Ideal for a full range of agility exercises, the AquaBalance™ Bars offer added
balance and safety. This pair of stainless grab bars positioned on opposite sides of the spa are an
optional item on all models. 

MotionMat™ Exercise Tread
Our non-slip shock absorbent MotionMat™ provides exceptional comfort and traction for all aquatic
exercises. The optimum surface for walking, jogging and running coupled with our unique resistance
currents, the MotionMat™ is an economical path to full body fitness without the expense of a bulky
treadmill.

The versatile AquaForce™ system offers a range of exercises
targeting upper body and core muscles. Simply snap into the
stainless grommet, face forward or backward, using the
AquaForce™ ropes above or under the water for added
resistance training. 

MotionMat™

AquaForce™

AquaBars™
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This easy to use resistance tether system enhances a variety of fitness and swim
routines increasing muscle mass, core strength and stamina. The AquaCross™ system
offers counter resistance and stability to help boost training, improve technique of
swim strokes, low-impact exercises and various aquatic workouts.

Standard on all Synergy FX models, optional on Vitality SL models.

AquaCross™
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Purify Naturally.Clean Water You Can Count On.
PowerFlo™ and Pristine Filtration™ Systems

Set it and forget it! It's that simple! The NEO 2100 control center offers
programming for filtration and heating cycles timed around your schedule
assuring your PDC Spas swim spa is ready and waiting. TruSwim® TSX
Series models guarantee your water is filtered clean with the powerful
pressure-side PowerFlo™ filter design, while Synergy and Vitality Series units
feature double Pristine™ filtering systems. An additional Pristine system in the
hot tub zone of all 219 dual zone models assures your well deserved
relaxation and fitness sessions are clean, clear and effortless. 

14

EverPure2™ with EverLite2™

All PDC Spas swim and fitness models feature our EverPure2 sanitation
system where the natural benefits of ozone and UV-C work together
providing you with clean, pure water. Ozone and UV have been used for
years to treat water for safe drinking. PDC Spas has taken this one step
further with UV-C, a bulb specifically designed to treat contaminants most
common in hot tubs and swim spas. Use less harsh chemicals and be
certain your swim spa water is clean and pure with EverPure2.

Exclusive to PDC Spas, we assure your confidence in knowing your swim
spa is being sanitized with our EverLite2 sight glass. Cabinet mounted, the
EverLite2 glows as the ozone and UV-C are in operation during a filter cycle.
Reliable and convenient, this PDC Spas system design guarantees you
spend more time enjoying than maintaining your swim spa. 
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The Science Behind EverPure2™

Years of research back the use of ozone and UV as an effective sanitizer. With EverPure2™, swim spa
water is first treated with ozone, then exposed to UV light to ultimately create hydroxyl radicals. As an
oxidizer, hydroxyl radicals deliver the most advanced sanitation destroying organic and inorganic
contaminants instantly. This powerful advanced oxidation process is proven effective and widely used for
sterilization in health care environments. All natural and chemical free, water purified with the EverPure2™

system is safer for you and the environment. 
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We invite you to compare all brands of swim and fitness spas to see for yourself the difference at PDC Spas.
It is easily recognizable in our constant advancements that we do not cut corners. We find solutions to build
the finest products that make a difference in our customer’s lives. Our manufacturing facility in North Central
Pennsylvania is where American craftsman design, assemble and support each and every unit. Six decades
of experience have earned PDC Spas an unrivaled reputation of quality and service.

Innovative Cost Saving Design

Every PDC Spas swim and fitness spas has been designed with unique features to ensure low operation
costs and guilt free enjoyment in any season. Our quiet, high power, energy efficient jet pumps, reliable 
filtration and heating systems are commanded by the easy to program NEO 2100 control. Simply adjust the
settings to best suit your use for an increased savings. Our commitment to savings doesn’t end there. 
Engineered to reduce heat loss, the exclusive TemperLok™ insulation design traps warm air from pump
operation between thick insulated cabinet sidewalls and our TemperBase™ solid insulated floor. The PDC
Spas swim spa is warmed with recycled heated air thereby reducing total energy consumption. Completing
this efficient design is our cost saving high density foam insulating cover, custom fit for a tight seal keeping
warm air in and colder temperatures out. PDC Spas’ product line has met or exceeded the strict guidelines
of energy usage according to the California Energy Commission (CEC) Title 20 energy use standards. 

Strength and Good Looks

The glistening Lucite® cast acrylic surface in Silver Marble not only looks attractive, but is formulated for a
lifetime of satisfaction. Durable and resistant to stains and fading, this full luster finish maintains it sheen
even in the harshest conditions.

The PDC Spas’ eye-catching M Series™ cabinet design completes the PDC Spas units in a style not to go
unnoticed. Choose from PermaWood™ Smoke Gray or Willow Brown with Black accenting trim and corner
columns for a maintenance-free, durable look others will envy.

The PDC Spas labor intensive shell construction of multiple layers of hand-rolled fiberglass and non-filled
resins produce a shell so strong it is confidently backed with a 35 year warranty. We could reduce costs
with alternative methods, but choose to go the extra mile producing a unit we are confident will exceed
our customer’s expectations. 

Designed for Life; Yours.

ers of hand-rolled fiberglass and non-filled
resins produce a shell so strong it is confidently backed with a 35 year warranty. We could reduce costs

How Much Will it Cost….
Estimating your operating cost has many variables that play into an honest answer to this most common
question.  Be aware of others that fail to consider factors such as the frequency and time of each use, set
temperature, ambient temperature and cost of electricity where you reside. It is our estimate after years of
serving the hot tub and swim spa industry, with our energy efficient features one can enjoy a low energy
cost of about $1.50 a day while indulging in the many benefits of home fitness and relaxation.

16
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Own with Confidence.
   Owning a swim spa will have a positive impact on your life in countless ways. We at PDC Spas are
passionate about what we build, knowing how our products impact each and every one of our
customers. You can rely on years and years of countless benefits, confident you have purchased
the highest quality swim spa in the industry.

Unmatched 35 Year Warranty
Rooted in a legacy of innovation and manufacturing expertise beginning over 6 decades ago, PDC
Spas remains committed to excellence in both product and customer support. Our leading 35 year
warranty is assurance that you own the strongest, the best built swim spa. Ownership is so much
more than the purchase, it is knowing you have support of the company today and tomorrow. PDC
Spas stands apart with premium customer support you can rely on. Personalized never automated,
our professional factory trained staff is there to answer everything from simple to technical questions. We
never give up, assisting until your highest level of satisfaction has been met. Just ask our thousands
of satisfied owners worldwide.

Deliver Today, Swim Today
Without permits, extravagant excavation or months of anticipation, your lifetime of benefits can
begin on delivery day. Unlike a traditional pool, your PDC Spas swim spa requires only a level
surface and electric connection making for a speedy install. Fill with a hose and within hours your
new swim or fitness spa is the backyard retreat you have dreamed of.

  Endless Rewards
   • Exercise and relax in the convenience and privacy of home. No membership fees, locker rooms,
      schedules or traffic. You are in command of the temperature, the water quality and other guests. It’s like
      having a personalized masseuse or trainer, at your beck and call. 

   •  So much more than a traditional pool. A swim or fitness spa is less costly and easier to install and
      maintain. No safety fence required, as our covers are locking and safety approved.

   •  Your enjoyment is year round. In many climates, a pool offers only 90 days of use, while a PDC Spas 
      swim spa is built to enjoy 365 days a year. Your backyard becomes a full time retreat and because we 
      build our products energy efficient, your operating costs are under control.

   •  Advanced hydrotherapy massage relaxes the body and spirit. All PDC Spas swim and fitness models
      have strategically positioned, adjustable jetting perfect for pre and post workout or well deserved 
      down time.

   •  Personalized fitness is yours in every PDC Spas model, controlling the resistance current to best suit
      your fitness needs. From strength training to prepping for competition, maintaining your weight or
      relieving  joint pain and stress, the benefits of aquatic wellness are increased when PDC Spas puts you
      in control.

   •  Make the most of family and friend quality time. Day or night, 24/7, your PDC swim spa is the retreat
      you had hoped for. At a push of a button, relax quietly with the soothing sounds of cascading water and 
      soft glowing LED lighting, or turn up the volume of your favorite tune, laughing and romping for hours.

      Owning a PDC Spas swim spa is the true definition of a staycation.

18
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Bluetooth® Technology with BlueTune™

Set the mood for relaxation or backyard entertaining as you stream
music live or enjoy your own collection with Bluetooth® connection
from your mobile device to your swim spa sound system. Our
BlueTune™ audio design features marine-grade speakers and
subwoofer for impressive clarity and volume.

Soothing Water Feature

Nothing compares to the soothing sound of falling water, shimmering 
in the night, for total relaxation. Standard on many models, our
cascading water spouts can be enjoyed independent of other swim
spa functions for a tranquil moment of sheer meditation. 

LED Lighting Systems

Enhance your evening workout or relaxation time with PDC Spas LED
lighting systems. Multi-colored, warm hues in a rotation or your choice
of a solid tone, cast an enticing glow on the swirling water. 

The Highlights LED Lighting™ feature is standard on all PDC Spas
swim and fitness models. Brilliant main underwater lighting, pin lights
below the surface and glowing water spouts complete this system.
Additional 3 topside controls lit on TruSwim® models only.

Undoubtedly the envy of the neighborhood, our eye-catching Eclipse
LED Lighting™ system sets the PermaWood™ cabinet aglow. Sconces
cast soft light on all sides reflecting a style and elegance all it’s own.

Entertain Your Senses.Backyard Oasis Reimagined.
So much more than a place for swimming and fitness, your PDC swim spa is a retreat
from hectic schedules and the chaos of daily life. Surround yourself in the quiet of
swirling water or unwind with laughter and your favorite tune. Whatever you choose,
your swim spa is warm and ready to delight the senses and soak away stress.  

Wireless Control from Anywhere

Get remote control of your PDC Spas swim spa via your smartphone or tablet from
anywhere with an internet connection. With our optional WAVE™ wireless control and
free app, you can access swim spa functions such as setting temperature, vacation
mode, energy saving mode and lighting from your sofa or across the globe. A mere
fingertip swipe assures your swim spa is ready for a workout or late night stargazing.  

20
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Oasis LED Lighting™

Take delight in the underwater shimmer of 6 lit Synergy Pro™ jets with the Oasis
LED Lighting™ package. Paired with the radiance of up to 13 topside air and
diverter controls, this lighting option will turn your Synergy FX Series™ spa
into your own backyard oasis. 

21
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Series Details
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Unrivaled in performance, TruSwim® Series TSX swim spas will transform and
improve your lifestyle with state of the art home fitness, hydrotherapy and
relaxation. Delivering up to 5,000 gallons per minute, the patent pending,
hydraulic TruSwim® dual propulsion system provides the strongest, widest,
smoothest swim lane and fitness area for a dynamic aquatic experience. This
unique, adjustable current is designed to meet the demands of training
athletes, beginner fitness enthusiasts, aquatic therapy or any fun filled day
with family and friends.

Series TSX swim spas will transform and

smoothest swim lane and fitness area for a dynamic aquatic experience. This

TSX Models
Exclusive Dual

Propulsion

Smoke PermaWood™ Cabinet

Willow PermaWood™ Cabinet

ALL INCLUSIVE
Exclusive Dual Propulsion, hydraulic design for the widest, smoothest, most balanced exercise lane.            •                       
Synergy Pro™ Jets, powerful resistance jets, adjustable and directional.                                                                                •                      •
EverPure2™ w/Everlite2™, advanced ozone & UV-C purification with exclusive indicator light.                     •                       •                      •
PowerFlo™ Filtration, no bypass, pressure side filter assures crystal clean water.                                         •
Pristine™ Filtration, thorough and reliable suction side filtration.                                                                   X                        •                      •
TemperLok™ Energy Saver, unique design uses recycled warm for operation cost savings.                          •                       •                      •
NEO 2100 Digital Control Center, digital, simple to operate with 10 programmable fitness sessions.              •
Stainless Steel 5KW heater, efficient and reliable, maintaining temp even in the coldest season.                   •                       •                      •
Customer Driven Shell Design, wide safe steps, barrier-free fitness area & body-hugging seating.                 •                       •
RX6™ Massage Columns, standing therapy for shoulders, back and hips.                                                                               •                 X
Designer M Series Cabinet™, maintenance free PermaWood™ , Smoke or Willow.                                       •                       •                      •
Soothing Water Feature, 6 cascading water spouts enhance the experience with sound and sight.                •                       •
Reflections Jetting™, stainless trimmed adjustable hydrotherapy jets for unmatched massage action.         •                       •                 •
AquaBar™, resistance end, mounted or molded, grab bar assists in all exercise routines.                             •                       •                      •
AquaForce™, pulley system for upper body and core fitness.                                                                                                                          •
AquaCross™, tether resistance fitness system for swimming and wide range of aquatic exercises.                                        •
Deluxe Thermal Cover, ASTM safety approved, locking, 3 year warranty. Matching gray or brown.                 •                       •                      •
USA Made, 35 Year Warranty, designed, built and customer assisted from factory in PA.                                •                       •                      •

TruSwim Synergy Vitality

X = Selected Models.
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Bring home all the benefits of aquatic fitness and hydrotherapy with the
space conscious Vitality Series™ SL fitness spas. Designed to easily fit
your home and your wallet, these spas are an affordable solution to the
home wellness you crave. Walk, jog or perform your favorite exercise
routine against the resistance current of three Synergy Pro™ jets or
target tension with a relaxing massage.

1.800.451.1420

Bring home all the benefits of aquatic fitness and hydrotherapy with the
space conscious Vitality Series™ SL fitness spas. Designed to easily fit
your home and your wallet, these spas are an affordable solution to the
home wellness you crave. Walk, jog or perform your favorite exercise
routine against the resistance current of three Synergy Pro™ jets or
target tension with a relaxing massage.

Bring home all the benefits of aquatic fitness and hydrotherapy with the
space conscious Vitality Series
your home and your wallet, these spas are an affordable solution to the
home wellness you crave. Walk, jog or perform your favorite exercise
routine against the resistance current of three Synergy Pro
target tension with a relaxing massage.

Offering family fun, aquatic exercise
and relaxation, Synergy Series FX
swim spas create an inviting backyard
oasis without the hassle or expense of
owning a traditional swimming pool. Each
model is powered by six Synergy Pro™ jets and
provides ample space for a full stride swim routine,
limitless family fun or a calming night under the stars.
Versatile and convenient, a Synergy Series swim spa
will provide the perfect combination of leisure and
wellness, delivering comfort and balance to your home.

FX Models
Powerful Jet
Resistance

SL Models
Fitness Jet

Current

EXCLUSIVE OPTIONS
Oasis LED Lighting™, Pro Jets, air controls, diverters aglow                                                                                                   •
Eclipse LED Lighting™, soft down-lighting surrounds cabinet walls..                                                             •                   •                 •
BlueTune™ Audio System, speakers, subwoofer for quality sound from mobile devices.                                •                       •
Wave™ Wireless Control, free app offers control from smart phones and tablets.                                          •                       •                      •
MotionMat™, walk, jog on this textured mat avoiding a high treadmill expense.                                            •                   •                 •
AquaCross™, tether resistance fitness system for swimming and wide range of aquatic exercises.                                                                •
AquaForce™, pulley system for upper body and core fitness.                                                                        •                       •                      
AquaBalance™ Bars, side mounted stainless bars for balance and general exercising ease.                         •                   •                 •

TruSwim Synergy Vitality

Oasis LED Lighting™, Pro Jets, air controls, diverters aglow                                                                                                   •

BlueTune™ Audio System, speakers, subwoofer for quality sound from mobile devices.                                •                       •

MotionMat™, walk, jog on this textured mat avoiding a high treadmill expense.                                            •                   •                 •

AquaForce™, pulley system for upper body and core fitness.                                                                        •                       •                      

Bring home all the benefits of aquatic fitness and hydrotherapy with theBring home all the benefits of aquatic fitness and hydrotherapy with the

TM
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TSX15

The dual propulsion TSX15 offers all the home fitness and
relaxation you desire in a space conscious design that
fits perfectly into your home and lifestyle. Ideal for
compact spaces such as a smaller deck, patio,
sunroom or garage, the TSX15 provides
ample space for swimming and family fun. 

24

“The TruSwim® swim spa is a great product that has
allowed me to train year round in a variety of different

capacities. My open water swims in the summer and my
short c  ourse meets during the winter in which I swim all four

competitive strokes."

N. Hessert
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
TSX15

Dimensions                       180” x 92” (457 cm x 234 cm)

Height                                56” (142 cm)

Fitness Length                   114” (289 cm)

Water Capacity                  2,240 gallons (8,479 l.)

Weight: Dry/Full                 1,905 lbs. (864 kg.)/19,825 lbs. (8,993 kg.)

Propulsion System            5,000 GPM Dual Prop

Power Requirement          50 amp

Therapy Pumps                 2HP

Reflections Jets                 8; full back, shoulders therapy

                                           
LED Lighting                      Highlights LED Lighting™

Therapy Pumps

Reflections Jets

1.800.451.1420
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TSX17 TSX19

Our most popular swim spas, both the 17’ and 19’ TruSwim®

offer a spacious, barrier free fitness area that is perfect for
any type of water fitness routine or fun family activity.
Simply adjust the wide, balanced dual propulsion
current for a challenging swim, your daily
aquatic training session or a calming float
to clear your mind. Completed with a
sculpted hydrotherapy massage
chair to soothe tired muscles.

“I'm really glad we tried the TruSwim® propulsion
unit because it’s a completely different experience

than the jetted model. The TruSwim® current is smooth and
predictable, allowing adults and kids to swim consistently. 
While the jetted model might make a nice plunge pool for

therapy, relaxation and play, the TruSwim® current is a better
match for our family's exercise and activity needs”

K. Wright 
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
TSX17     TSX19

Dimensions                       (TSX17) 204” x 92” (518 cm x 234 cm)

                                           (TSX19) 227” x 92” (577 cm x 234 cm)

Height                                56” (142 cm)

Fitness Length                   (TSX17) 124” (314 cm)

                                           (TSX19) 148” (375 cm)

Water Capacity                  (TSX17) 2,420 gallons (9,160 l.)

                                           (TSX19) 2,700 gallons (10,220 l.)

Weight: Dry/Full                 (TSX17) 2,045 lbs. (927 kg.)/21,405 lbs. (9,546 kg.)                                           

                                                (TSX19) 2,250 lbs. (1,020 kg.)/23,850 lbs. (10,818 kg.)

Propulsion System            5,000 GPM Dual Prop

Power Requirement          50 amp

Therapy Pumps                 4HP

Reflections Jets                 18; full back, neck, shoulders and calves therapy

LED Lighting                      Highlights LED Lighting™

                                                

Propulsion System

Power Requirement

1.800.451.1420
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TSX219

The ultimate destination for improved health and wellness, the
TSX219 features a hot tub and swim spa in one! An open, 14’
designated fitness area provides ample space to swim, train and
enjoy all your favorite aquatic activities in the adjustable,
dual propulsion current. Transition to the separate 5
seat hot tub zone to entertain family and friends or
target tension with a relaxing warm water
massage in the solitude of your own home.  

“I had back surgery about 3 years ago and it’s been a
struggle working out without the back and body aches. 

Since purchasing our swim spa, I have been getting my work
out in every day without the aches and pains and needed pain

medications. My back hasn’t felt this good in years. I’ve lost
weight and feel amazing!”

K. Tupper
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
TSX219

Dimensions                       227” x 92” (577cm x 234 cm)

Height                                56” (142 cm)

Fitness Length                   102” (259 cm)

Water Capacity                  2,525 gallons (9,558 l.)

Weight: Dry/Full                 2,735 lbs. (1,240 kg.)/22,935 lbs. (10,403 kg.)

Propulsion System            5,000 GPM Dual Prop

Power Requirement          100 amp

Therapy Pumps                 8HP

Reflections Jets                 37; full back, shoulders, neck and calves therapy

                                           
LED Lighting                      Highlights LED Lighting™

Propulsion System

Power Requirement

Therapy Pumps

1.800.451.1420
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FX15 FX15s

Achieve all of your aquatic fitness, recreation and relaxation
goals with the space saving, Synergy FX15 swim spa.
Designed to fit your home and your budget, this compact spa
provides ample room for exercise, swimming and family
fun. Complete with hydrotherapy options, indulge
yourself in the RX6™ full body massage column
or a relaxing therapy seat.     

“It's easy on the joints, easy to do and it's a great workout.

It is something that I think anyone is able to do. It's not 

just swimming, but you can work your arms, legs with water

weights and other water exercise equipment. I think it is a really 

versatile swim spa. Thumbs up!’

L. Penfield
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
FX15    FX15s

Dimensions                       (FX15)  180” x 92” (457 cm x 234 cm)

                                           (FX15s) 180” x 92” (457 cm x 234 cm)

Height                                56” (142 cm)

Fitness Length                   (FX15)  112” (285 cm)

                                           (FX15s) 130” (330 cm)

Water Capacity                  (FX15)  2,140 gallons (8,100 l.)

                                           (FX15s) 2,240 gallons (8,479 l.)

Weight: Dry/Full                 (FX15)   1,645 lbs. (746 kg.)/18,765 lbs. (8,512 kg.)

                                           (FX15s)  1,645 lbs. (746 kg.)/19,565 lbs. (8,875 kg.) 

Power Requirement          50 amp

Jet Pump System             (FX15)  16HP

                                           (FX15s) 14HP

Reflections Jets                 (FX15)  36 therapy

                                           (FX15s) 20 therapy

                                           full back, calves, shoulder & hip.  Stand-up RX6™                                               
massage columns, 6 Synergy Pro™

                                           fitness

LED Lighting                      Highlights LED Lighting™

                                           

Weight: Dry/Full

                                           

Power Requirement

1.800.451.1420
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FX17 FX19

Swim, jog, lift weights or practice yoga stretching against the
powerful Synergy current in our spacious 17’ and 19’
Synergy models. With plenty of room to move and play, these
models are the perfect addition to any home or backyard.
Designed with recreation and relaxation in mind, each model
features two RX6™ hydrotherapy columns and sculpted
massage chairs. 

“I love my PDC Swim Spa! I love having the convenience
right out my back door, no more fees and trips to the gym! 
I get my work out in as the kids are splashing and having a

great time. Fitness and family fun all in one!”

T. Harvey
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
FX17     FX19

Dimensions                       (FX17) 204” x 92” (518 cm x 234 cm)

                                           (FX19) 227” x 92” (577 cm x 234 cm)

Height                                56” (142 cm)

Fitness Length                   (FX17) 136” (345 cm)

                                           (FX19) 160” (406 cm)

Water Capacity                  (FX17) 2,420 gallons (9,161 l.)

                                           (FX19) 2,700 gallons (10,221 l.)

Weight: Dry/Full                 (FX17) 1,784 lbs. (810 kg.)/21,144 lbs. (9,591 kg.)

                                           (FX19) 1,990 lbs. (903 kg.)/23,590 lbs. (10,700 kg.)

Power Requirement          50 amp

Jet Pump System             16HP

Reflections Jets                 36 therapy; full back, calves, shoulder & hip. 
                                           

Stand-up RX6™ massage columns, 6 Synergy Pro™

                                           fitness

LED Lighting                      Highlights LED Lighting™

Water Capacity

                                           

Weight: Dry/Full

                                           

Power Requirement

1.800.451.1420
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FX219 FX219s

Swimming, family fun, massage therapy and relaxation, there’s
something for everyone with the FX219 dual zone. Featuring a swim
spa and hot tub in one, this 19’ model offers endless possibilities for
fitness and fun all in the privacy of your home or backyard. Use the
14’ designated fitness area to exercise, swim and play against the
powerful resistance current. Afterwards, move to the separate
5 seat hot tub zone for targeted, warm water massage
and a relaxing night under the stars.  

“We are LOVING our swim spa. I am using it
every day. My arthritis doctor said it is the best thing
I could have done for my health. My joints are feeling

better. My husband loves the jetted seat. I have had many
friends over to enjoy the spa with us and they all would

love to have one! This is the best investment I have made
for my health.”

K. Griffith
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
FX219     FX219s

Dimensions                       (FX219)  227” x 92” (577 cm x 234 cm)

                                           (FX219s) 227” x 92” (577 cm x 234 cm)

Height                                56” (142 cm)

Fitness Length                   (FX219)  100” (254 cm)

                                           (FX219s) 118” (300 cm)

Water Capacity                  (FX219)  2,425 gallons (9,180 l.)

                                           (FX219s) 2,525 gallons (9,558 l.)

Weight: Dry/Full                 (FX219)  2,475 lbs. (1123 kg.)/21,875 lbs. (9,922 kg.)

                                           (FX219s) 2,475 lbs. (1123 kg.)/22,675 lbs. (10,285 kg.)

Power Requirement          100 amp

Jet Pump System             16HP fitness zone (2 Seat), 6HP hot tub zone

                                           14HP (Single Seat)

Reflections Jets                 (FX219) 65 therapy; full back, calves, shoulder & hip. 
                                                

Stand-up RX6 massage columns, 6 Synergy Pro™ fitness

                                                
(FX219) 49 therapy;  full back, calves, shoulder & hip. 

                                                
Stand-up RX6 massage columns, 6 Synergy Pro™ fitness

LED Lighting                      Highlights LED Lighting™

Water Capacity

                                           

Weight: Dry/Full

                                           (

Power Requirement

Jet Pump System

1.800.451.1420
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SL12 SL12s

Bringing health and wellness to your home is simple with our
conveniently sized Vitality SL12 fitness spa. This 12’ model
is small in size but large in benefits offering ample room
for aquatic exercise, therapy or just relaxing against
a gentle resistance current. Relax in an RX6™

massage column in the SL12s for much
needed hydrotherapy.

SL12 Model Shown.

“Our new Vitality Fitness Spa is a beautiful unit and
we can't wait to get our new room built and be able to

enjoy it in a prettier setting! I love the MotionMat, it
has an excellent grip so you don't slip when standing

or moving around the spa.”

M. Kapinus
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
SL12     SL12s

Dimensions                       (SL12)  144” x 92” (366 cm x 234 cm)

                                           (SL12s) 144” x 92” (366 cm x 234 cm)

Height                                56” (142 cm)

Fitness Length                   (SL12)  76”   (193 cm)

                                           (SL12s) 94”  (239 cm)

Water Capacity                  (SL12)  1,835 gallons      (6,946 l.)

                                           (SL12s) 1,792 gallons (6,784 l.)

Weight: Dry/Full                 (SL12)  1,316 lbs. (597 kg.)/15,996 lbs. (7,256 kg.)

                                           (SL12s) 1,316 lbs. (597 kg.)/15,652 lbs.  (7,100 kg.)

Power Requirement          50 amp

Jet Pump System             6HP single pump

Reflections Jets                 (SL12) 24 therapy; full back, calves, shoulder & hip.                                                 

                                                
(SL12s) 18 therapy; full back, calves, shoulder & hip. 

                                                
Stand-up RX6 massage columns, 3 Synergy Pro™ Fitness

LED Lighting                      Highlights LED Lighting™

1.800.451.1420
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TM

SL15 SL15s

Enjoy fitness, relaxation and fun all in the privacy of your home
with the Vitality SL15 fitness spa. Stretch out, workout or just
float with the gentle resistance current for a total body
therapeutic experience. Afterwards, escape the stress
of the day with a relaxing massage in the sculpted
hydrotherapy chair or massage column. Versatile
and affordable, this spa is the perfect fit for
any home and lifestyle. 

SL15s Model Shown.

“Words cannot even explain how professional
and knowledgeable the PDC Spa delivery folks were.
Everything went great and we were swimming in our

spa the next day. Not only was the staff very helpful, but the
price was right too. I would recommend PDC Spas to anyone
who is looking to buy a hot tub or swim spa. Good customer

service is rare, but these folks have nailed it!”

W. Bryan
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
SL15     SL15s

Dimensions                       (SL15)  180” x 92”   (457 cm x 234 cm)

                                           (SL15s) 180” x 92”  (457 cm x 234 cm)

Height                                56” (142 cm)

Fitness Length                   (SL15)  112”   (284 cm)

                                           (SL15s) 130”  (330 cm)

Water Capacity                  (SL15)  2,180 gallons  (8,252 l.)

                                           (SL15s) 2,240 gallons (8,479      l.)

Weight: Dry/Full                 (SL15)  1,570 lbs.  (712 kg.)/19,010 lbs. (8,623 kg.)

                                           (SL15s) 1,570 lbs.  (712 kg.)/19,490 lbs.  (8,841 kg.)

Power Requirement          50 amp

Jet Pump System             6HP single pump

Reflections Jets                 (SL15) 24 therapy; full back, calves, shoulder & hip.                                                 

                                                
(SL15s) 18 therapy; full back, calves, shoulder & hip. 

                                                
Stand-up RX6 massage columns, 3 Synergy Pro™ Fitness

LED Lighting                      Highlights LED Lighting™

1.800.451.1420
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Plastic Development Company, Inc

75 Palmer Industrial Road

Post Office Box 4007

Williamsport, PA 17701 USA

800.451.1420

pdcspas.com

© 2018 Plastic Development Company,y,y Inc. All rights rerer servrvr ed. Printed in USA. Measurerer ments, specificatata ions, design and colors arerer

subjbjb ect to change without notice as an ongoing proror cess to furtrtr her enhance the proror duct. Not all featata urerer s arerer avava ailable on all proror ducts.

Log onto www.pdcspas.com for continuing updatata ed proror duct informatata ion. Internatata ional 50HZ models mayaya varyryr in specificatata ions and

featata urerer s. PDC Spas, TrTrT uSwim, Synergrgr y Series, Vitality Series TeTeT mperLok, PowerFlo, Pristine Filtratata ion, AqAqA uaBar,r,r BlueTeTe uTuT ne, Eclipse2

Lighting, M Series Cabinet, Reflections Jetting, Synergrgr y Proror Jets, TeTeT mperBase, EverPurerer 2, EverLite2, BlueTeTe uTuT ne, Highlights Lighting,

Oasis Lighting, Eclipse Lighting, WAWAW VAVA E, AqAqA uaForcrcr e, AqAqA uaCroror ss, MotionMatata , arerer trademarks of Plastic Development Company,y,y Inc.

Plastic Development Company,y,y Inc. manufacturerer s under several patata ents in the United Statata es and Canada. All spas to be installed by

a licensed electrician in accordrdr ance to all national and local codes. Spa use must be enjoyed within certrtr ain safety

parameters rerer gardrdr ing temperatata urerer , prerer gnancy,y,y medicatata ion, alcohol use and no diving to mention a few. Refer to owners manual for

detailed guidelines.
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